Driving transparent and expedited cash movement that automates reconciliation and improves client experience.

The Challenge

Multinational risks can be complex to manage and optimize. Cross-border premium payments with multiple stakeholders at the global and local levels can be challenging and lack transparency. Time consuming processes and resource inefficiencies may impact a client’s bottom line and affect contract certainty.

Driving Change

AIG is partnering with two leading global banks to strategically integrate solutions that:

- Expedite cash movement across different countries and entities
- Provide cash movement transparency with real time tracking
- Automate cash reconciliation
- Reduce transactional and foreign exchange costs
- Support execution of an efficient end to end process
- Enable clear settlement instructions
- Help clients meet legal and regulatory requirements
- Reduce costs associated with time and resource inefficiencies

Goal

To minimize unnecessary cost and provide our clients with market-leading transparent and efficient money movement.